Opening of shortcut circuits between visual and retrosplenial granular cortices of rats.
Traveling neural signals may try to find suitable paths of propagation in cortical circuits. We examined the behavior of electrically evoked signals from primary visual cortex (Oc1) to granular retrosplenial cortex (RSG) in rat brain slices under caffeine application. With continued electrical stimulation, evoked signals propagated from Oc1 to RSG along the upper layer of the secondary visual cortex (Oc2) and agranular retrosplenial cortex (RSA), but on further continuation of stimulation, a new shortcut pathway along the deep layer between Oc2 and RSG was opened. Circuitry changes reduced the signal traveling time by about 40 ms. Cortical neural circuits between Oc1 and RSG may thus have the ability to open a shortcut circuit in a use-dependent manner.